Ian Marston
5 Pinfold Road, Stanley, Catterick Garrison, North Yorkshire, DL9 4JB
Nationality: British
Telephone: H: 01784836316 M: 07883169201
Email: iml2000@yahoo.com
Profile
A reliable and highly motivated engineering technician with over 20 years experience in planned
maintenance, fault diagnosis and defect rectification on a wide range of electrical power and
generation equipment. Able to work well unsupervised and as part of team. Experience of working in
arduous and stressful conditions, always getting the task completed to a very high standard in a safe
and logical manner. Looking to convert across from an army career into a Subsea Engineering or
Project Management role
Area of Subsea in which I am interested
Subsea
Key Strengths
- Technical capability across a wide range of electrical, electronic and mechanical equipment.
- Able to work to laid down systems and quality control procedures.
- Effective communicator with a calm and friendly manner.
- Excellent commitment to working safely.
- Strong people leadership and management skills.
Career Summary
• Team Leader, Vessel 1., Royal Navy, 2010-01-01 - 2012-12-31
• Maintenance Supervisor, Maintenance Unit Regiment x, Royal Navy, 2007-01-01 2009-12-31
• Support Technician, HMS B, Royal Navy, 2005-01-01 - 2006-12-31
• Technician, Hull, Royal Navy, 2004-02-01 - 2005-12-31
• Junior Technician, HMS C., Royal Navy, 2004-01-01 - 2004-01-31
Career Progression
2010-01-01 - 2012-12-31
Team Leader, Vessel 1.
Royal Navy
2007-01-01 - 2009-12-31
Maintenance Supervisor, Maintenance Unit Regiment x
Royal Navy

2005-01-01 - 2006-12-31
Support Technician, HMS B
Royal Navy
2004-02-01 - 2005-12-31
Technician, Hull
Royal Navy
2004-01-01 - 2004-01-31
Junior Technician, HMS C.
Royal Navy
Achievements
- Consistently required to make sound engineering judgments in a high pressure situation.
- Proud to have consistently received excellent feedback during managing projects.
- Proven experience managing scheduled, preventative and corrective maintenance, fault diagnosis
and detailed rectification on a wide range of mechanical equipment and systems, many of which
have the potential to cause severe physical harm.
- Supervising, leading, training and mentoring tradesmen of varied experience levels engaged on the
diverse engineering activities involved within scheduled engineering maintenance.
- Working with the charity Water Aid helping to build a well and also renovate a school in Sierra
Leone.
Formal Qualifications
Bosiet and Mist (15/04/13)
04/13
2394 initial verification and testing (City and Guilds)
12/12
17th Edition Wiring Regulations (City and Guilds)
10/12
Basic engineering competences (City and Guilds)
05/90
Basic electrical engineering competences (City and Guilds)
05/90
Additional Skills
- Engineering - Extensive technical knowledge, experience and expertise of complex mechanical
engineering systems, in particular of fault finding, diagnosis and rectification of problems. Competent
with high-pressure hydraulics, pneumatics, gas turbine engines and associated components.
- Interpersonal - ability to communicate easily with all levels of personnel both verbally and in writing.
Skilled at building rapport with teams and ensuring accurate and tactful dissemination of information.
- Teamwork - strong awareness and ability to harness team dynamics. Can work effectively as an
integral part of a team or on own initiative.
- Leadership - trusted manager with the ability to motivate, organise and lead individuals to ensure

that everyone contributes to the best of their abilities. In addition having the confidence to react
positively to changing situations or priorities and other external influences.
Interests
Passionate about playing Rugby Union and Rugby League and also acting as volunteer coach for
young people. Keeping fit by playing volleyball and swimming. Enjoys theatre trips, particularly to see
Alan Bennett plays.

